
 

 
 
 

To: Members of Dublin City Council 

From: Dana L. McDaniel, City Manager 

Date: September 20, 2018 

Initiated By: Nick Plouck, Management Assistant 
J.M. Rayburn, Planner I 

Re: Community Services Advisory Commission Recommendation for a Dublin 
Sustainability Framework 

 

Background 

In September 2017, staff began working with the Community Services Advisory Commission 
(CSAC) to create a sustainability framework for the City of Dublin. Over the last year, the 
commission has heard from a variety of regional sustainability partners and staff members. 
 
The focus of the presentations and discussion that took place were framed around three specific 
questions: Where have we been? Where are we now? Where should we be? Framing the 
conversation around these three questions allowed presenters to highlight the City’s history of 
implementing sustainable practices, and outline the challenges and opportunities that exist for the 
City moving forward.  
 
An initial draft of the Dublin Sustainability Framework was presented to CSAC in April 2018, and 
the commission provided comprehensive feedback at that time. A final draft, including 
recommendations, was presented at the August 2018 CSAC meeting, at which time the 
commission voted to approve the framework. 
 
This plan is set to be completed in 2020 and is meant to be an iterative process. By achieving the 
goals and objectives set forth in this document, the City will set a strong baseline for sustainable 
success. While the majority of the framework is focused at the operational and policy level, there is 
one specific goal within the plan that staff would like to highlight: 

 Create an External Advisory Group – In the spirit of continuous improvement, staff would 
like to establish an external advisory group for the purpose of receiving input and feedback 
on an ongoing basis to update the Dublin Sustainability Framework. Members would serve 
a two-year term, meeting on a quarterly basis. A list of potential member organizations are 
as follows: 

Organization    Number of Representatives 
o Community Services Advisory Commission    1 
o Planning and Zoning Commission      1 
o Dublin City Schools (1 staff, 1 student)    2 
o Ohio University (1 staff, 1 student)     2 
o Homeowners Association Presidents     3 
o Business Community Members     3 
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o Multi-Tenant Building Owners      2 
o Historic Dublin Business Association     1 
o Mid-Ohio Regional Planning Association    1 
o Dublin Chamber of Commerce     1 
o City of Dublin        2 

 
Recommendation 

The Community Services Advisory Commission is recommending acceptance of this strategic 
framework. Staff recommends and requests Council to adopt the framework by motion, and 
authorize staff to establish the External Advisory Group by motion. Should Council have any 
questions or comments regarding this project please contact Nick Plouck, Management Assistant at 
614.410.4456 or JM Rayburn, Planner I, at 614.410 4653. 
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Dear Residents,

Cities are the leaders when it comes to creating sustainable, resilient communities.
By modeling and encouraging sustainable practices and environmental stewardship our
City and staff are committed to creating a healthier, stronger Dublin. To make good on this 
commitment, we are leading the way by investing in LED lighting, clean fuels, combined 
heat and power, and geothermal cooling systems. This plan represents another significant 
milestone as we continue to green city operations and improve the quality of life for our 
community.

The Dublin Sustainability Framework has helped us set measurable objectives and identify 
action steps and strategies to meet our goals. To build upon this momentum, we will look 
for our community to join us in future updates to the Dublin Sustainability Framework 
and develop our vision for a sustainable, healthy, resilient future. As City Manager, I am 
committed to doing what it takes to ensure this vision reaches and positively impacts 
all Dublin residents and businesses. On behalf of City staff, I thank our City Council, its 
Community Services Advisory Commission and residents for their leadership, passion,
and guidance in establishing the Dublin Sustainability Framework.  

Thank you, 

Dana McDaniel 
City Manager

NOTE FROM THE CITY MANAGER
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INTRODUCTION
GOAL OF CITY COUNCIL AND 
IN ADHERENCE TO MORPC’S 
SUSTAINABILITY AGENDA

As humanity pushes up against the limits of the 
ecosystem to provide resources and absorb waste,
we need to find ways to continue growth while 
reducing the environmental impact of that growth1. 
The City of Dublin has long been committed to 
sustainable practices and environmental stewardship. 
In an effort to ensure a green future for generations 
to come, the City has set forth the following goals
and objectives. 

Strategies: Develop a comprehensive Sustainability 
Plan that incorporates the MORPC 2017 – 2020 
Regional Sustainability Agenda:

* Reduce	per	capita	energy	consumption	and
promote	alternative	fuel	resources	to	increase
affordability	and	resilience	of	regional	energy
supplies.

* Protect	natural	resources	and	mitigate
infrastructure	vulnerabilities	to	maintain	a
healthy	ecosystem	and	community.

* Position	central	Ohio	to	attract	and	retain
economic	opportunity	to	prosper	as	a	region	and
compete	globally	through	sustainable	practices
and	solutions.

* Create	sustainable	neighborhoods	to	improve
residents’	quality	of	life.

* Increase	regional	collaboration	and	educational
opportunities	to	advance	innovative
sustainability	solutions.

1 (Intelligent Community Forum, 2018)
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TEAM MEMBERS
MICHELLE CRANDALL
Office of the City Manager

LORI BURCHETT
Division of Planning

SCOTT MONCRIEF
Division of Park Operations

NICK PLOUCK
Office of the City Manager

ERIN DUFFEE
Division of Recreation Services

RHONDA WHITE
Division of Park Operations

J.M. RAYBURN
Division of Planning

BRAD CONWAY
Division of Building Standards

SHAWN KRAWETZKI 
Department of Parks & Recreation

DARRYL SYLER
Division of Fleet Management

MICHAEL HIATT
Division of Planning

MATT GUTHRIE
Division of Park Operations

BRIAN ASHFORD
Division of Facilities Management

RICHARD HANSEN
Division of Planning

JEREMY GERSTACKER
Division of Community Events 

JOHN HYATT
Division of Fleet Management

JOANNE SHELLY
Division of Planning

MICHAEL HENDERSHOT
Division of Engineering

JUSTIN QUISUMBING
Communications and Public 
Information

RICK FRANTZ
Office of Digital Transformation 
& Innovation

JOHN BABYAK
Division of Street & Utilities 
Operations 

KYLE KRIDLER
Division of Economic Development

LAURIE WRIGHT
Division of Planning

JIMMY HOPPEL
Division of Planning

DEVAYANI PURANIK
Division of Planning

BARBARA RAY
Division of Recreational Services

JOSEPH MYERS
Office of the City Manager

5
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PROCESS TIMELINE
MARCH 2016

City Manager’s Office 
requests inventory 
of City’s investments 
in sustainability and 
greening. 

The EcoDublin charter 
is revised and adopted 
as an official city 
committee. EcoDublin 
is organized into 
working groups. 
Sustainability 
Inventory completed.

APRIL 2016

MAY 2016

An overview of the 
EcoDublin committee 
is presented to 
Dublin’s Planning & 
Zoning Commission.

City staff visited 
Rumpke’s Material 
Recovery Facility 
(MRF), one of the 
most technically 
advanced recycling 
facilities in the 
country. This mobile 
workshop provided 
best practices to lower 
contamination rates.

APRIL 2017

MORPC releases the 2017-2020 Regional Sustainability Agenda 
as the guiding document for MORPC’s sustainability-focused 
programming and committees, and provides the framework for 
members and regional partners to work toward common goals.

APRIL 2017

AUGUST 2017

Staff introduces topic 
of sustainability to 
Community Services 
Advisory Commission 
(CSAC).

SEPTEMBER 2017

EcoDublin adopts 
MORPC’s 2017-2020 
Regional Sustainability 
Agenda as a template 
to form the Dublin’s 
first sustainability 
framework plan.

SEPTEMBER 2017 
TO APRIL 2018

Staff presented to 
CSAC on monthly 
basis.

OCTOBER 2017

MORPC launches 
Sustainable2050 to 
support local government 
members as they work 
to improve sustainability 
throughout the Central 
Ohio region. The 
sustainable2050 program 
is an effort to tie to 
MORPC’s recent Regional 
Sustainability Agenda, 
and to replace the Central 
Ohio Green Pact. Dublin 
City Council adopts a 
resolution to commit to 
Sustainable2050.

NOVEMBER 2017

EcoDublin working groups 
tasked with formulating 
goals and action items 
for the Sustainability 
Framework Plan.

AUGUST 2018

Approval of Plan by CSAC.
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SUSTAINABILITY MILESTONES
Native plant alternatives are implemented on 
all new park development projects and right-
of-way maintenance areas in lieu of aggressive 
or invasive plants. 

City Annual Report is placed online for the first 
time, initiating a concentrated effort toward 
decreasing the number of printed copies 
yearly.

Parks begin prioritizing Low Impact Design 
(LDI) when possible during park development 
projects. 

Begin using refillable mugs at the Dublin Irish 
Festival in an effort to reduce the amount of 
total waste generated during the festival. 

City requires a recycling container be paired 
with all trash container groupings during city 
events.

City replaces over 100 metal halide lights at 
the Service Center with new, energy efficient 
lights that consume one third the amount of 
electricity; saving an estimated $3000 annually.

The Dublin Community Recreation Center 
implements an educational recycling program 
as a component of the summer camp 
curriculum.

City receives $184,000 in Federal stimulus 
funds to install energy efficient lighting 
at the Dublin Recreation Center, Fleet 
Maintenance facility, and the warehouse at 
the Service Center. As a result of these facility 
improvements, the City receives almost 
$28,000 in AEP rebates.

A 2,310 square foot green roof is installed on 
a portion of the Dublin Community Recreation 
Center (DCRC). The roof decreases stormwater 
runoff and increases energy efficiency at the 
DCRC. 

The City begins composting food and utensils 
from the Emerald club, food vendors, and 
entertainer hospitality during the Dublin Irish 
Festival.

2000

2001

2005

2006

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2017

2018

City replaces fluorescent light bulbs at the 
Development Building with more energy 
efficient bulbs; saving an estimated $6000 
annually. 

City retrofits approximately 180 parking 
and street lights with energy efficient LED 
fixtures at City facilities and parks; saving an 
estimated $16,000 annually.  

The City of Dublin installs two ‘level two’ 
electric vehicle charging stations on the west 
side of the DCRC.

City opens a new compressed natural gas 
(CNG) fueling station at the City’s Fleet 
facility through a partnership with IGS 
Energy, Clean Fuels Ohio, the Department of 
Energy and the City of Columbus.

City of Dublin encourages sustainable 
development as a component of the Bridge 
Street District Code.

The City’s Fleet Operations implement a 
paperless Vehicle Maintenance Request 
program.

City of Dublin partners with IGS Generation 
and Hull & Associates to implement a 
Combined Heating and Power (CHP) System 
that produces electricity and usable thermal 
energy through the same input fuel source; 
saving an estimated $13,333 annually. 

A geothermal system is installed to provide 
cooling for the Dublin Recreation Center; 
saving an estimated $10,000 annually.

The City executes its first Property Assessed 
Clean Energy (PACE) Grant in an effort to 
incent energy efficiency, renewable energy, 
and water conservation projects within aging 
office buildings.

The City of Dublin Fleet is awarded the 
Leading Public Fleet Award for Green 
Sustainability at the Advanced Clean 
Transportation Expo. 
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A GREEN DUBLIN
BY THE NUMBERS

1,464 acres 131
Miles of

Bikepaths

$50,000
Annually in
Fuel savings

Certified backyard 
wildlife habitats

382

30
Years

Curbside
Diversion

4,929 Tons annually
Recycling diverted

3,143 Tons annually
Yard waste diverted

650 
Trees planted
per year

3,295
Miles
Ridden
on lime bikes

613
Greenspot
members

557 HOUSEHOLDS

55 BUSINESSES

1 COMMUNITY GROUP

amount of electricIty Saved

900,000 kwh
a year from sustainable practices:

of greenspAce
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GOAL OVERVIEW
SUSTAINABLE 

NEIGHBORHOODS 
AND BUILT 

ENVIRONMENT

• Adopt Complete Streets Policy by 2018 
• Increase shared use path network by 1% 
• Update Zoning Code to encourage sustainable development 
• Provide opportunities to implement energy conservation practices 

• Increase pollinator-friendly areas 
• Conduct major water monitoring evaluations 
• Increase public awareness and education for peaceful co-existence with wildlife 
• Develop wildlife management proposals 
• Collaborate with Dublin City Schools and Emerald Campus to add an 

environmental science track 
• Increase resident participation in Community Gardens and Certified Backyard 

Wildlife Habitats

• Transition Boards, Commissions, and City Council to becoming 100% paperless 
• Educate staff on City Procurement and Purchasing Policy regarding preference for 

products derived from recycled materials 
• Mitigate idling by City vehicles

• Increase the community’s diversion rate 
• Increase the Dublin Irish Festival diversion rate 
• Increase internal (employee) recycling

• Install a Solar Energy Array at a City facility 
• Install new chillers at the Dublin Community Recreation Center that take full 

advantage of the City’s Geothermal system 
• Replace interior lighting at the Dublin Recreation Center with LED fixtures 
• Reduce City vehicle emissions and dependence on petroleum fuel 
• Assist residents and corporate residents in reducing emissions by providing 

alternative fueling choices to the public

• Support economic development 
• Promote equitable access to mobility 
• Expand multimodal options citywide 
• Preserve our environs by focusing future growth 
• Implement strategies to encourage sustainable transportation options and 

behavior

• Increase GreenSpot membership 
• Increase exposure of Dublin sustainability 
• Create an external advisory group 
• Create a sustainability webpage

• Engage with green companies & increase awareness 
• Increase Green Encouragement Programs 
• Create a Green Business Roundtable

NATURAL 
RESOURCES

CITY 
OPERATIONS

RECYCLING AND 
DIVERSION

ENERGY AND AIR 
QUALITY

MOBILITY

COMMUNITY 
ENGAGEMENT

ECONOMICS



SUSTAINABLE NEIGHBORHOODS 
& BUILT ENVIRONMENT 

The City of Dublin strives to create neighborhoods and business districts that 
are connected, integrated, and environmentally friendly. These are places where 
people can live, work, move, and thrive in a healthy, equitable way.  

GOAL #1 Adopt a Complete Streets Policy. 

Measure – City Council adopts a Complete Streets 
Policy by end of 2018. 
 
• Draft a policy for review by City Departments. 
• Provide an informational memo to City Council. 
• Forward a policy to City Council for review and 

adoption.

10

GOAL #2  Increase the number of shared-use 
path miles. 

Measure – Build an additional 1% of shared-use paths 
by 2020.   

• Identify network gaps. 
• Prioritize connections to fill identified gaps.   
• Seek external funding opportunities for additional 

projects. 
• Collaborate with surrounding jurisdictions to expand 

regional connections with a focus on a regional 
greenway connection.
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GOAL #3 Update the Zoning Code to 
encourage sustainable development 
practices.

Measure – City Council adopts updates to the 
Zoning Code by 2020 that encourages sustainable 
development practices.  

• Update the Zoning Code to encourage sustainable 
best practices; specifically update the following:  

	º Material requirements to reflect advances in 
sustainable materials use. 

	º Lighting code to allow: flexibility for LED 
technology; and promote ‘dark skies’ 
nitiatives; and help reduce per capita energy 
consumption.

	º Develop standards for single family homes

	- On-site stormwater management

	- Landscape standards

	- Renewable energy systems and energy 
conservation

	- Identify gaps within City pedestrian and 
shared-use path facilities and prioritize infill 
path connections

	º Walkability: pedestrian friendly scaled 
development, increased connectivity

	º Low Impact Development

	º Incorporate LEED principles into zoning code

	º Built form, encourage consideration of building 
orientation that take into consideration passive 
solar and opportunities to reduce heat loads

	º Landscape selections should reflect best 
practices and should reduce or eliminate 
irrigation and encourage use of native species, 
increase tree canopy.

SUSTAINABLE NEIGHBORHOODS 
& BUILT ENVIRONMENT 

GOAL #4 Provide opportunities to implement 
energy conservation practices.

Measure — Conduct audit of existing conditions, 
measure on a yearly basis to assess how many energy 
best practices have been implemented compared to 
MORPC Franklin County audit. 

• Provide energy audits for existing buildings.  
• Consider tax credits for energy efficient building 

materials and upgrades
• Consider tax credits for alternative energy supply

	º Electric Vehicle (EV) stations

	º Public workshop/education event

	º Upgrades to mechanical equipment for more 
energy efficient options

	º Consider LEED standards for city facilities 

• Encourage sustainable building practices for all types 
of development. 

	º Audit the existing codes to identify restrictions 
to sustainability efforts
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GOAL #1 Increase pollinator-friendly 
areas.

Measure – Add a minimum of 5 native plant areas 
annually to open space and right-of-ways.

• Evaluate potential space in parks, open space, and 
rights-of-way.

• Mesh native and wildlife-friendly species with city 
zoning requirements and ornamentals.

• Collaborate with landscape architect on areas being 
created or reworked.

• Determine blends of native plants for various habitats 
and styles.

• Research areas where habitat can be left ‘rough’ to aid 
winter wildlife.

• Engage volunteer, scout, and school groups to help 
develop areas where appropriate.

The City of Dublin strives to create a community that is environmentally healthy 
for humans and wildlife through the preservation of parks, open space, rights-
of-way, watershed, streams and rivers. We work to protect habitats, adapt 
open spaces, parks, and city space to incorporate native plants and trees, create 
buffer zones along our waterways and encourage diversity of species. We work 
to engage the community in actively adapting their private properties as well as 
becoming aware of the habitat and life around them for ways to peacefully co-
exist. Maintaining sustainable habitats and using our resources carefully improves 
both beauty and quality of lives for all.

GOAL #2 Develop wildlife management 
proposals

Measure – Prepare management plans for deer, 
coyote, and skunk by 2020. 

Measure – Train 10 Park Ambassadors to conduct bio 
surveys and provide public education for park visitors.

• Create a framework for skunk mitigation.
• Implement habitat modification for goose control.
• Work with property owners to reduce goose 

reproduction on private properties.
• Engage Park Ambassadors and Park Explorers to assist 

with management efforts.
• Create pre-hike orientation videos for 3 Dublin city 

parks.



NATURAL RESOURCES
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GOAL #3 Conduct major water 
monitoring evaluations.

Measure – Achieve at least 4 evaluations annually.

• Create monthly data summary of conductivity and 
temperature for 2018-2020.

• Engage community groups and interns for survey and 
photograph records.

• Utilize Ohio Environment Protection Agency data 
collection methods.

• Collaborate with OEPA, Franklin County Soil and 
Water, and other agencies. 

• Select 4 key areas of the city streams and river to 
do repeat annual testing and create a comparison 
database.

• Purchase the conductivity and temperature 
equipment for monthly data collection.

• Purchase portable education testing equipment to be 
used for classes and by City volunteers.

• Conduct 2-4 annual Healthy Water Healthy People 
public programs through the Healthy Brochure and 
additional DiRECt Parks programs.

GOAL #4 Increase public awareness 
and education for peaceful co-existence 
with wildlife.

Measure – Conduct at least 5 community/Home 
Owners Association (HOA) wildlife information 
sessions annually.

Measure – Achieve at least 4,000 uses of nature 
education website pages and social media posts 
annually.

• Create a seasonal calendar to give out to the public.
• Utilize web and social media to improve public 

awareness and education.
• Collaborate with Communications and Public 

Information to create seasonal magnet and design at 
least 4 Info and How-To wildlife videos.

• Offer DiRECt neighborhood programs and DCRC 
classes on wildlife.

• Provide HOA meet-ups and community education.
• Create a seasonal calendar of species and issues.

GOAL #5 Collaborate with Dublin City 
Schools and Emerald Campus to add an 
environmental science track.

Measure – Prepare an Environmental Education 
curriculum proposal to present to the Emerald 
Campus Director and planning board by 2019.

• Develop a curriculum around pre-college coursework 
for wildlife and habitat management education.

• Collaborate with Emerald Campus Director to outline 
curriculum.

• Collaborate with Central Ohio conservation and 
environmental education agencies to design 
curriculum.

GOAL #6 Increase resident participation 
in Community Gardens and Certified 
Backyard Wildlife Habitats.

Measure – Add 30 or more certified backyard habitats 
to the City annually.

• Provide two classes on certified backyard habitats 
annually.

• Identify a space for a second community garden.
• Create a design plan for second community garden.
• Certify at least 1 city habitat annually.
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GOAL #1 Transition Boards, 
Commissions, and City Council to 
becoming paperless.

Measure – Achieve 100% paperless by 2020.
• Issue all councilmembers, board members and 

commissioners city-owned tablets.
• Develop process for agendas, minutes and packets to 

be accessed in digital form via city-issued tablets and/
or technology present in Council Chambers.

GOAL #2 Mitigate Idling by City 
Vehicles.

• Review Administrative Order 3.15.
• Educate city personnel regarding no-idling policy for 

city vehicles.

The City of Dublin believes in leading by example. We will improve our operations 
and promote better development practices. In advancing city operations we will 
seek to optimize efficiency and improve environmental sensitivity.  By directing 
our agencies to use the City’s purchasing power and investment incentives to 
encourage job creation, we will provide a framework for our entire community to 
come together and solve these challenges. These strategies represent the initial 
steps toward a greater goal of becoming a Zero Waste operation.

GOAL #3 Educate Staff on City 
Procurement and Purchasing Policy 
regarding preference for products 
derived from recycled materials.

• Review and update (if needed) Administrative Orders 
1.13 and 4.4.

• Educate city personnel regarding established city 
procurement and purchasing policy (e.g. AO 1.13 and 
4.4).
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GOAL #1 Increase the community’s 
diversion rate.

Measure – Increase the City’s diversion rate from 49% 
to 55% by 2020.

• Implement a community education and awareness 
campaign. 

• Provide more opportunities for residents to recycle 
or donate a broader range of items through drop-off 
sites and community/neighborhood events.

• Evaluate feasibility for adding recycling to existing 
trash receptacles in City Parks.

• Explore residential and commercial composting 
options.

• Work in partnership with SWACO and other local 
organizations to accomplish this goal. 

GOAL #2 Increase the Dublin Irish 
Festival diversion rate. 

Measure – Increase the Dublin Irish Festival diversion 
rate from 23% to 30% by 2020.

• Explore hiring a professional waste management 
company.

The City of Dublin has a long history of leading the way in central Ohio by 
providing recycling to our residents free of charge. This recycling program has 
evolved over the years to accommodate and encourage increased recycling and 
diversion of waste from our landfills. Educational efforts, resizing of recycling 
bins, community and neighborhood recycling events, and an e-waste drop-off 
location are a few of the ways the City has worked to improve community waste 
diversion.

According to the Solid Waste Authority of Central Ohio (SWACO), the Franklin 
County Sanitary Landfill (FCSL) receives just over one million tons of Municipal 
Solid Waste (MSW) every year. Between 60 to 70% of all the waste that comes to 
the landfill could have been recycled or diverted. For the past few years, Dublin’s 
residential diversion rate (the amount diverted from the landfills) has remained 
consistently around 47% to 49%. Significant opportunities exist for residents 
to recycle even more and to increase this diversion rate substantially. This will 
require the City to examine ways to provide expanded recycling options and 
associated education to public employees, residents and businesses. The goals, 
measurements and action items listed below, reflect these opportunities.

• Meet with stakeholders to improve onsite operations.
• Continue to improve on-site education and 

awareness of recycling.

GOAL #3 Increase internal (employee) 
recycling.

Measure – Employee survey demonstrating increased 
awareness and recycling efforts.

• Implement an internal education and awareness 
campaign.

• Increase the number of recycling containers and 
types of items recycled.

• Decrease the products purchased that contribute to 
the waste stream and landfill
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According to the US Energy Information Administration, approximately 80 percent 
of the country’s energy comes from non-renewable sources. While renewable 
sources have grown steadily over the past few years, the U.S. is still far from 
a level that is appropriate to address air quality and climate change issues. 
Additionally, Franklin County has been designated as an Ozone Non-Attainment 
area for several years. One of the Mid-Ohio Regional Planning Commission’s 
(MORPC) Sustainable 2050 Goals for all member communities is to “Reduce 
emissions to meet federal air quality standards”. The City of Dublin can have a 
positive impact on these issues by continuing to focus on conserving energy and 
transition to renewable and cleaner energy sources.

Two areas of greatest focus related to air quality and energy have been with 
the City’s facilities and fleet operations. Since 2012, the Division of Facilities 
Management has completed several energy saving projects, including lighting 
retrofits in city buildings and parking lots, and the installation of a geothermal 
cooling system, a combined heat and power system and a green roof at the Dublin 
Community Recreation Center. Additionally, when HVAC and other equipment 
is replaced, new equipment is selected based upon energy efficiency.  Since 
2012, the Division of Fleet Management has also completed several air quality 
and energy saving projects including the construction of a compressed natural 
gas station, the purchase of 63 CNG vehicles, the testing and use of a high 
performance clean diesel (HPCD) and the recycling of all shop oils and oil filters.   
 
In the next few years, efforts to continue greening our facilities and fleet are 
outlined in the goals below.



ENERGY AND AIR QUALITY
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GOAL #1 Install a Solar Energy Array at 
a City Facility.

Measure – Provide at least 15% of the facility’s 
electricity demand from the solar installation.

• Identify funding for a Solar Assessment to determine 
the costs and benefits of installing solar panels and to 
identify the best facility for the installation.

• Develop funding mechanism and technical 
specifications for a solar project.

• Issue RFP and/or bid for a solar project.

GOAL #2 Install new chillers at the 
Dublin Community Recreation Center 
that take full advantage of the City’s 
Geothermal system.

Measurement – Reduce the amount of electricity 
purchased from the utility community to less than 1.5 
million KWHs per year.
• Identify manufacturers that can provide chillers 

that can effectively operate with the cooler water 
temperatures that the geothermal system can 
provide.  Cooler water temperatures translate in less 
energy being consumed by the two chillers.  May 
also translate into smaller chillers which would also 
reduce energy consumption.

• Develop projections of energy savings that can be 
expected from the new chillers

• Develop bid documents that specify the technical 
specifications required to achieve the optimal energy 
savings.

GOAL #3 Replace interior lighting at the 
Dublin Community Recreation Center 
with LED fixtures.

Measure – Achieve at least 90 percent of fixtures 
converted to LEDs.

• Develop implementation plan and budget for 
lighting replacement.  Assessment will include 
projected rebates from utility company.

• Determine projected energy savings from each phase 
of the conversion.

• Develop implementation schedule and obtain quotes 
for implementing each phase of the conversion.

GOAL #4 Reduce City vehicle emissions 
and dependence on petroleum fuel.

Measure – Achieve 20% reduction in vehicle 
emissions by 2020.

• Continue to purchase and/or lease alternative fuel 
vehicles and fuels that improve efficiency and reduce 
emissions.

• Evaluate and install anti-idling devises on vehicles as 
appropriate.

• Increase employee education related to idling and 
awareness of environmental impacts.

• Test and adopt other emerging software and 
technologies to improve fuel efficiency and reduce 
emissions.

• Participate in the Smart Vehicle Corridor testing with 
City vehicles.

GOAL #5 Assist residents and corporate 
residents in reducing emissions by 
providing alternative fueling choices to 
the public.

Measure – Increase the number of privately owned 
vehicles (individual and corporate) using the City’s 
CNG station or electric vehicle charging stations by 
20%.

• Continue to keep the CNG station open to the public.
• Install additional electric vehicle charging stations in 

strategic locations throughout the community.
• Promote the availability of the CNG station and  the 

electric vehicle charging stations.      
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GOAL #1 Support economic 
development.

Measure – Create a mobility plan for workforce 
development and business community.

• Assess the mobility needs for Dublin businesses and 
workforce.

• Create a circulator system that serves the workforce 
and connects amenities.

• Continuously monitor and evaluate the mobility 
needs of our business and workforce community.

GOAL #2 Expand multimodal options 
citywide.

Measure – Pilot at least two non-automotive 
transportation projects.

• Pilot a bikeshare program.
• Improve wayfinding within the City’s shared use path 

network.
• Create a destination oriented path and sign system.

Provide our increasingly diverse community access to a range of transportation 
options. Connecting more people to more places.

GOAL #3 Implement strategies to 
encourage sustainable transportation 
options and behavior.

Measure – Implement at least three of five 
transportation options from objectives within the 
Mobility Study.
  
• Help fund pedestrian and bicycle facilities in existing 

neighborhoods to improve mobility.  
• Target bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure that 

connects residential neighborhoods and commercial 
business districts.  

• Target transit network development to offer more 
mobility options for residents, workers, and students.   

• Emphasize multi-modal facilities when updating 
policy documents, particularly the Community Plan 
and the Special Area Plan.  

• Draft a “mobilize your neighborhood” grant program 
that would target connectivity strategies as identified 
by residents in their neighborhood. (Similar to 
Beautify Your Neighborhood Grants) 
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GOAL #4 Promote equitable access to 
mobility. 

Measure – Create a circulator that provides greater 
mobility options for older adults and individuals with 
disabilities. 

• Assess the mobility needs of older adults and 
individuals with disabilities.

• Identify all private shuttles in an effort to consolidate 
operations and attract funding partners.

• Continuously monitor and evaluate the mobility 
needs of our senior and individuals with disabilities.

GOAL #5 Preserve our environs by 
focusing future growth. 

Measure – Improve walkability in all Dublin 
neighborhoods.

• Map gaps in the shared use path network, and use 
map to prioritize five year Capital Improvement Plan 
(CIP) Parks and Recreation shared use path program

• Create Community Hubs at nexus locations between 
low-density/residential and commercial service 
centers.

• Engage electric cart service providers.
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GOAL #1 Increase GreenSpot 
membership.

Measure – Increase membership by 50% by 2020.

• Market GreenSpot program through City website.
• Encourage businesses, nonprofit organizations, 

and residents engaged with the City to become 
GreenSpot members.

• Require all City of Dublin buildings to be registered as 
GreenSpot members by 2020.

GOAL #2 Increase exposure of Dublin 
sustainability.

• Produce periodic highlight of sustainable efforts.
• Actively participate in MORPC’s Sustainable2050 

program.
• Continue Dublin’s engagement with the USDN 

Regional Network.
• Promote sustainability during City Events.
• Promote sustainable events in the City of Dublin.
• Leverage Communications and Public Information in 

promoting sustainability efforts.

Increase local and regional collaboration and education opportunities to advance 
innovative, sustainable solutions. 

GOAL #3 Create an external advisory 
group.

Measure – Host inaugural meeting by the close of 
2018.

• Identify potential members.
• Create scope of work and purpose for the team.
• Extend invitations.

GOAL #4 Create a sustainability 
webpage.

Measure – Have initial webpage launched by the end 
of 2018.

• Identify appropriate format for sustainability 
webpage.

• Create logic for all necessary categories, resources, 
links, etc.

• Collect all necessary information needed for  
creation of webpage.
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Create an ecosystem that encourages and supports the growth of environmentally 
friendly businesses, buildings, markets and technology.

GOAL #1 Engage with green companies 
and increase awareness.

• Create an inventory of existing Dublin green 
companies and organizations.

	º Include attributes such as numbers of 
employees, their industry and a short 
description on why they are considered a ‘green 
company’.

• Align with Smart Dublin initiatives that will have a 
positive impact on the environment.

	º Transportation/ Sensors / Energy Engineering 
Firms / Energy Efficiency/Air Quality 
Measurements / Weather.

GOAL #2 Increase green 
encouragement programs.

• Continue PACE and Building Efficiency Programs.
• Develop a LEED Certification Incentive.
• Create Brochure/Information to share with 

prospective companies/builders around 
sustainability, and include guiding document on 
options.

GOAL #3 Create a green business 
roundtable.

• Host an annual Round Table Event for Green 
Companies.
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BIOSWALES
Bioswales are shallow, vegetated channels that slow 
down and infiltrate storm water runoff. Bioswales use 
an engineered soil sub-base made of topsoil, sand 
and compost. The vegetation and rocks in the trench 
reduce the velocity of the runoff and filter suspended 
sediments from the water. Bioswales are best suited 
along roadways and parking lots and sometimes 
act as pre-treatment devices for other storm water 
management practices.

CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PLAN (CIP)

A capital improvement plan is a dynamic community 
planning and fiscal management tool used to 
coordinate the location, timing, and financing of 
capital improvements over a multi-year period. 
It is critically important and one of the major 
responsibilities for a government entity.

COMPRESSED NATURAL GAS (CNG)

Compressed natural gas is a fuel which can be used 
in place of gasoline, diesel fuel and propane. CNG 
combustion burns cleaner than the fuels mentioned 
above.

CREEK RESTORATION

Creek restoration is the process of uncovering and 
restoring natural rivers or creeks that were modified 
by development. Restored creek beds provide a 
natural path that slows runoff and removes pollutants 
from the water. Creek restoration uses plants and 
vegetation to help absorb and control the flow of 
runoff. Creek restoration is best suited for waterways 
that experience major flooding in rain events and or 
adjacent to large developments.

GASOLINE GALLON EQUIVALENT (GGE)

Gallon of Gasoline Equivalent is the typical way CNG is 
sold at public fueling stations and the typical way that 
CNG tanks are rated.
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GREEN ROOFS
A green roof is covered in vegetation that helps 
reduce the amount of storm water runoff from the 
top of a building or structure. Green roofs generally 
consist of multiple layers, including a waterproof 
membrane, an insulation layer, growing media and 
vegetation. The layers retain storm water, which 
eventually evaporates from the plants or growing 
media or it gradually trickles down, reducing the 
demand on storm drainage during rain events. Green 
roofs are best suited for areas where open space or 
other BMPs are not suitable.

HEATING, VENTILATION, AND AIR 
CONDITIONING (HVAC)

The main parts of an HVAC system are a heating, 
a ventilation, and an air-conditioning unit(s). 
Furthermore, modern systems include an air filtration 
and cleaning element as well.

MID-OHIO REGIONAL PLANNING 
COMMISSION (MORPC)

MORPC is an association of cities, villages, townships, 
counties and regional organizations serving Central 
Ohio. The organization brings communities of all 
sizes and interests together to collaborate on best 
practices and plan for the future growth of Central 
Ohio. MORPC does this through a variety of programs, 
services, projects and initiatives – all with the goal of 
improving the lives of residents and making Central 
Ohio stand out on the world stage.

OHIO ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION 
AGENCY (OEPA)

The Ohio EPA protects the environment and public 
health by ensuring compliance with environmental 
laws and encouraging environmental stewardship

OPEN SPACE

Open space is an area of land set aside during the 
development process for public or private use, or 
as open space and may include forests, stream 
buffers, floodplains and wetlands. Little maintenance 
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is required and the spaces provide storm water 
management benefits. These spaces reduce the 
amount of impervious surface in developments which 
helps retain runoff and lower the amount of pollutants 
entering the waterways. Open space is best suited in 
or around areas with dense development.

PROPERTY ASSESSED CLEAN ENERGY 
(PACE)

PACE is an innovative financing structure for 
improving buildings through energy efficiency and 
alternative energy projects. Established in Ohio 
in 2009 as a form of energy special improvement 
districts (ESID) for energy projects under Ohio 
Revised Code (ORC) 1710. The Columbus-Franklin 
County Finance Authority administers PACE financing 
for Central Ohio businesses, non-profits and local 
governments.

PERMEABLE PAVEMENTS

Alternatives to concrete and asphalt, permeable 
pavements allow rainfall to pass through and infiltrate 
into the ground below. Permeable pavement includes 
pervious concrete, porous asphalt, interlocking 
concrete pavers and grid pavers. Storm water moves 
through the surface of the pavement into a storage 
layer below and then slowly seeps into the soil. This 
technique is best suited for pavement areas with low 
speeds like parking lots and sidewalks.
Planter boxes are rectangular, enclosed spaces 
generally implemented below the line of pavement. 
Openings in the vertical walls allow storm water to 
gradually run from the impervious surface into the 
planter box. Storm water temporarily pools in the box 
and slowly infiltrates through layers of vegetation, soil 
and gravel into the ground. Planter boxes are suited 
to urban areas where space is limited.

RAIN GARDENS

Rain gardens are vegetated depressions that collect 
and treat storm water. The runoff flows downhill into 
the basin, where it collects into a pool. Over time, the 
runoff seeps into the soil where some of it is used by 
the plants. The vegetation in rain gardens is generally 
native to the area to encourage infiltration and 
biofiltration. Rain gardens are best suited for small 
areas of land, like a residential yard or a parking lot 
barrier.

RETENTION PONDS

Retention ponds hold water from storm events for 
extended periods of time, controlling the amount of 
storm water runoff. These ponds hold permanent 
bodies of water, which slows runoff and allows 
sediments and pollutants to settle to the bottom. 
Underground pipes connect storm drains to retention 
ponds where small amounts of water are released 
gradually. Retention ponds are best suited for large 
areas where water can be diverted and recharge 
ground water as needed.

STREET TREES

Common in urban areas, street trees reduce runoff 
by collecting rainfall from streets, sidewalks and 
parking areas. Storm water runoff is captured and 
stored in the roots and leaves and then released to 
the atmosphere through evapotranspiration. Tree 
roots and fallen leaves also improve runoff infiltration 
in the soil. Street trees slow and store runoff which 
decreases flooding and erosion. Additional benefits of 
street trees are shade for pedestrians and aesthetics. 
Street trees are best suited along roadways, 
sidewalks, or parking areas.

UNDERGROUND STORAGE

Underground storage holds storm water runoff during 
peak flows. Rain water runs into an underground 
storage chamber. Once the chamber is filled, the 
runoff is either slowly discharged into an underdrain 
or directly into the groundwater. Underground storage 
slows the runoff and reduces the demand placed 
on storm water drains during large rain events. The 
chambers also reduce the chance of flooding and 
combined sewer overflow. Underground storage is 
best suited for areas that cannot accommodate water 
retention facilities.

URBAN SUSTAINABILITY DIRECTOR’S 
NETWORK (USDN)

The USDN is a peer-to-peer network of local 
government professionals from cities across the 
United States and Canada dedicated to creating a 
healthier environment.
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